Celsius Shipping is seeking an Operations Manager for our fleet of container vessels.
As Operations Manager in Celsius Shipping in Copenhagen, you will be part of a strong, highly
skilled & experienced team. Our vessels are traded worldwide, and your dedicated work and
decisions will have a direct impact on the bottom line. You, and the Operations team, are
considered “key persons” in our endeavors to optimize the results.
Duties and responsibilities






Have close personal contact with our Charterers as well as Technical Managers,
Captains, and other service providers worldwide.
Work closely with our Chartering Department as well as our in-house accounting team
& Legal department.
Operate our fleet of container feeders employed on T/C to the major liner companies.
Liaison for Commercially managed fleet.
Ensure optimal operations and value creation for Celsius Shipping and our customers.

Requirements for the position:
As a person you are efficient and energetic with a good team spirit. You can communicate with
all layers across the organization, including international partners. You are determined and
structured and enjoy delivering high quality work.


Fluency in English and Danish language.



Previous experience with operating container vessels.



Have a commercial mindset that shows, when you strive to impact the results of all the
fixtures/voyages you operate.



Have a financial mindset and previous experience with hire statements and owners’
expenses.



Are a team player that contributes to knowledge sharing across the company.



Hold a Danish work permit.

Celsius Shipping is a fully integrated shipping company with focus on special opportunities in
dedicated shipping segments. Together with international partners, Celsius Shipping has built a
presence within Chemical Tankers, Product Tankers, Container and LNG Carriers via timely
acquisition of assets, and with dedicated focus on attractive opportunities for expansion within
our existing businesses.
We ensure a versatile job environment where no day is the same and where priorities can shift
quickly. Celsius Shipping is a dynamic company undergoing a lot of growth, this requires good
communication skills and ability to assess and adapt work processes on an ongoing basis.
Hiring process
Application is to be forwarded to SSD@celsiusshipping.com soonest possible but no later than
November 25th, 2021. We are interviewing candidates on an ongoing basis, so the position
may be filled before.
For further information, please contact Jens Storm at (+45 9320 3630) or by e-mail
JS@celsiusshipping.com
Celsius Shipping ApS
Philip Heymans Allé 29, 2900 Hellerup

